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UNM's Lobes l-lope to Extend
,
.
.
•
~:~~§~~~E1£~~E Kansas 11-Game Lostng Streak
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Hoc}ettCoutions
On b7Prospects

the last two out of three yeat·s.
"lt is a young team. But it is
too early to tell how well they will
do this yeat·," Hackett :;aid in
a LOBO interview Tul!sday aftel'noon. He said that Geot·ge Scott,
a defending cross country champion, is back this year.
Most of the membet·s of the 15·
man team are new runnet·s. Those
boys and their eligibility classifications are:
Lenny Jay-ft·eshman
John Rogan-f1·eshman
Donnie Coopet·-junior
Ray Jordan-freshman
Bob Nanniga-sophomorl!
Web Loudat-sophomore
Mike Thornton-sophomore
Pete DiOrio-sophomore
Rich Tidwell-freshman
Vernon Lawhorn-freshman
Richa•·d Zoloto-f1·eshman
This year's meet schedule is:
Sept. 24-AAU Run For Your
Life-Here.
Oct. 1-0kla. State, Ark., Okla.
City, Abilene, and Ft. Hayes,
Kansas at Stillwater, Okla.
Oct. 8-Arizona-he1·e.
Oct. 15-Air Force, Okla. State
at the Air Force Academy.
Oct. 22-Ariz. State, Oregon
State at Tempe, A1·izona.
Oct. 2!1-Denver, U. of Colo.,
Colo. State U. at Boulder, Colo.
Nov. 12-WAC ChanJp!'onship
at Tempe, Arizona.
Nov. 21-NCAA Championship
Kansas,
at La"'l'ellce,
"
Nov. 24 USTFF Championship at Wichita State

By JEFF DENNAIW
Sports Editor
The high-riding UNM Lobos
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TIGHT Ii:ND EMILIO Vallez was a big man in the upset Utah
State. The 6-2, 205 lb. junior snagged one 11f the biggest passes of
!tis career Saturday night when he caught a 50 yard touchdown
. k Be1t
. I cr. Th e TI> pass was tlte L0 b 06 fiIrs t t ouc h•
toss f rom l l1c
down of the game and gaYe th_e Wolfpack a 9-.2 lead.
--- ·--·------,.--.-- ---- ·-·----·------------··-

SYRACUSE WANTED HIM

Sought-After New York Wrestler
Swim Schedule .gns. a· Letter of Intent w···th u.
Sl

This season's schedule is as follows:
Dec. 3, U.S.A.F. Academy,
Home, 2 p.m.
Dec. 19, Texas Tech, Home, 4
p.m.
Jan. 8, Arizona State Univ.,
Tempe, 4 p.m.
Jan. 9, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, 11 a.m.
Jan, 11, New Mexico State,
Las Ct·uces, 2 p.m.
Jan. 30, Oregon State Univ.,
Corvallis, 1:30 p.m.
Jan. 31, Univ. of Oregon, Eugene, 4 p.m.
Feb. 1, Univ of Califomia, Berkeley, 4 p.m.
Feb. 10, Brigham Young Univ.,
Provo, 4 p.m.
Feb, 10, Weber State College,
Provo, 4 p.m.
Feb. 11, Univ. of Utah, Salt
Lake City, 4 p.m.
Feb. 18, tJniv. of Wyoming,
Hon1e, 2 p.m.
Feb. 23, Denver Univ., Home,
4 p.m.
Mar. 4, 5, 6, WAC Championships, Provo
Mar. 28, 29, 30, NCAA Championships, East Lansing, Mich.

UNM Fall film fare
To feature 'Hamlet'
Film fare at UNM this fall will
offer on the classic: schedule a
Shakespearean tragedy in contrast with an early sophisticated
"who-dun-it."
The 11 movies will be shown
twice, 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the theater of the Union. Tickets will be
sold at the door.
As announced by film committee
chairman Martin Swearingen, the
series will open Sept. 30 with
Wutbering Heights and close Jan.
13 with The Thin Man. Others are
Mrs. Miniver, Oct. 7; Meet Me in
St. Louis, Oct. 14; Min and Bill,
Oct. 21; Hamlet, Nov. 5; Best
Years of Our Lives, Nov. 11;
Viva Villa, Nov. 18; How Green
Was My Valley, Dec. 2; Singing
in the Rain, Dee. 9, and San Francisco, Jan. 6,
Swearingen announced that a
foreign movie series will be shown
on Thursday nights, and there
will be ndditional movies Saturdays and Sundays.

The undefeated 136-pound New
York State High School wrestling
champion, who was sought by
Syracuse University, has signed
a letter of intent with UNM according to coach Ron Jacobsen.
Bert Nagel, a graduate of Cattaraugus Central High School, in
CattaraugUs, New York, posted a
23-0 season record on his way to
the prep state championship. His
1966 record shows 14 pins, eight
decisions and one forfeit. The fastest pin was 13 seconds over Bob
Solinger of Falconer. Out of the

Lawyers Offered
Commercial Class

eight decisions, four were shut
outs and only a total of eight
points wet·e scored against him.
Nagel, who wrestled for Jay
Mitchell at Cenh·al, started wrestling in the eighth grade and finished with a 70·10 record for the
five years. He was sectional cham·
pion his sophomore year, with a
17-0 mark and matched his winloss record his junior year.
Other titles his senior year
were Holiday Tournament champion, Section Six champ and Section Six Interclass champ.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Na~el of Cattaraugus plans
to study engineering at UNM.

Yearbook Available

A course on the Uniform Corllmercial Code will be offered to
Albuquerque lawyers by UNM
School of Law beginning Oct. 3.
Frederick M. Hart, Jaw professor at the Boston College of
Law and co-author of the Uniform Commercial Code Coordinator (1963) will be the instructor.
Prof. Hart is a visiting professor
at the UNM law sehoQl this year.
Course time is from 7:30 to
9:30 each Monday night, for
eight weeks. No text book is required. Enrollment fee is $45.

Copies of the 1966 MIRAGE
yearbook are still available to
students in Room 157, Student
Publications Building.

WANT ADS

301 Romero NW

CLASStFIED ADVERTISING RATEs:

4 line ad., 65c-C times, 12,00. Insertion•

muat b<! submitted by noon on d~ b<!fore
publication to Room 169, Student Publiea·
tiona Buildln.r. Phone 217•4002 or 217-U02.

EFFICIENCY

UN!\1 goals
won by
the Jack
gameAbendschan
via three
field
!J-7. Coach Bill Weeks is concemed with the revenge factor in facing the Wildcats at home. "You
can bet your boots that they remember that last game and would

~;eo~~.~hing better than

FURNISHED !hr.., room apartment. $60
monthly. 2114 Coal Avenue SE. MG-OUlS.

9/21, 22, 23.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales &: repair. SJli!CiAI
rates to UNM students on. all machines.
Fr.., pickup &: delivery. E & .E Type·
writer Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 243·
0588.

HELPWAN'l'ED
HtGti tNCOME .tOllS ON CAMPUS
Get a high_ paying job in sales, distribu•
tlon or market reseftl'ch rlr:ht on your 6W1i

campus. Ret.cnne a -campus ~presentative
rot" over !orty magazine, American AjrlinG:C,
Operation Mateh, ete. nnd earn hill' part•

time money doing interestittn work. Apply

right awllYc Collegiate Marketing, Dl!pt. H,
27 E. 22. St., N•w Y<>rk, N.Y. 1601(),

rceordin~t company of the
new music nnd the FUGS, wnht..'t cni111>U~
reps "for' .surveya and l)ubJic refntioi1H
nssi<mmcnt•. Contact imme<liatdy 11.
Stollmnn, J~SP, 166 5th A~c., New York,
N, Y. 10010. 9/21, 22, 23.

to knock

game which
will be(22,400)
played
at The
Memorial
Stadium
could sec K-State using their
sparcc talent both ways. During
spring practice they switched
from platoon football which
they had employed for the last
three seasons.
The Wildcats will be trying to
put a stop to an eleven game losing streak which started with the
loss to the Lobos in the last game
of the 1964 season. Also State
will be attempting to get into the
win column against the Lobos.
The series stands 3·0 as the Lobos
have won all the competition between the two teams.
The Wildcats will have their
hands full with the Lobos who
are presently ranked in the top
twenty teams in the nation by
the Associated Press. The Lohos'
five fumble recoveries in their
opener gives a pretty good indication of the toughness of the
UNM defense.
Weeks said that he expects the
offense to be a little better this
week. "Getting the offense work-

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

ing is a result of long, hard practice on our timing, Once We get
our assignments and timing down
the offense will run a lot smoothcr."
The game will be played at 2:00
p.m. Satut·day and the play-byplay will be aired over KOB with
Frank Joyce calling the game.
While the whole defense is deserving of much praise, the Lobo
singles out the inspired play of
sophomore Duane Batte for bonors as player of the week. The
tough linebacker interceptl'd two
passes and recovered two fumbles in last Saturday night's action. In addition to that he was
in on many tackles and generally
played an outstanding game.

NM landscape Art
Featured In Exhibit
An exhibit oj' paintings called
"Landscapes by New Mexico Artists" is currently on view at the
New Mexico Union on the University of New Mexico campus.
The exhibit is being ch·culated by
the Museum of New Mexico.
Included in the exhibit are 15
}Jaintings representing a wide
variety ol'. approaches and styles
to the ,,~,llW.t'34exican landscape.
The exhtbiti~as assembled on
an invitational basis.
The exhibition-which will ap·
pear in various areas of the state
-is free, as the exhibit is a part
of the Museum's program of statewide educational service.

COUNTRY CASUAL
and CITY WISE

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-9
unday 10:00-5:30 p.m.

BDGBTS
18 Menaul Blvd. NE
Phone 265-5951
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:3() p.m.

Friday 9:30-9:00 p.m.
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Open Oueen Roce,
Porode Feotured
In U. Homecoming

O r m 5 b ' 5 Mirage
r
Fire
Y
Because of Poor Organization

The PARKIN
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For t he finest fashion in Fall and f
Winter wear. Fleecy Orion
!
~c!ylic pile shawl collar and
ltmng. The coldest weather
offers no hazard when you
wear the "Parkin." It's 34" of 1
smartly styled coat designed for
Wonderful winter protection.
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Senate Ouestions'
Editor's Handling
Of '66 Yearbook

~HOWN rpm~<; A'I' STVDENT Sli:NATI~'S first legislative session of the year are from left to right:
Senators Cher~l Possum, and Art Beadt, Student (:lO\•ernment secretary, Pam Fink Vice president Jim
McA1lams :tnd m deep thought Administrative Assistant, lUck Bolton.
'

Senate Approves Run-Off flection
d
t,
p
.
k
Settles
Dispute
.
Pres 1 en s 1c s
By BOB STOREY

uy non s·roREY
Student Senate approved seven
presidential appointtuents to stu.
dent committees and began to
take up the job of preparing new
laws for running the Associated
Students of UNl\1.
Senate <:oncurred with ASUNM
Pr<.>sident Dun Dennison's ap-

Corps Series Starts

OLD TOWN
Phone 842-8022

Vol. 70

An open queen's race and a
parade are some of the new features being planned for UNM's
Homecoming '66, Oct. 31-Nov. 5.
Homecoming chairman Jerry
Roehl said that his committee has
been working all summer planning the activities for Homecoming and that final plans are still
not in. Roehl !laid that the queen
election will be open to any UNM
girl as long as she has a 2.0 g~·ade
point and is a junior or senior.
The new system is being tried
to encourage more girls to try
out for queen and to malte the
election as open as possible. Girls
intc1•ested in running are asked
to pick up entry blanks from the
activities Center secretary.
Afwr all applications have been
received the girls will be 1·eviewed
by a judging panel which will
select <10 girls for the <~lection.
Students will vote for the top
1a girls and these will he the
court with the one who receives
the most votes being queen.
There is also a tmrmll• being
planned for any organb:ation
which can not (•xhihit decorations
on a house. The parade, which is
set for 9 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 5,
will hrgin at !lth and Central.
Df.'adline for entries will be Sept.
:io and the deadline for the sub·
mitting of tlwmes for floats will
be Oct, 14.
Paulette Key, pa1·ade chairman,
encout·aged campus organizations
which did not hav~: house decorathms to parti~ipate in the Jlarade.
Sh<! said that any organization
that was interl!sted even though
they did not have enough money
for a complete float or exhibit
should still contact her. Plans can
be worked out fm· combination
groups to sponsor displays.
Miss Key also said that if there
was enough interest tltere could
possibly be a .float workshop sponsored that would give students
help in preparing their exhibits.
Roehl asked that any persons
interested in helping out with
Homecoming should fill out applications for committee positions.
Applications for committee positions can be obtained in the Ac·
tivitiPs Center.

Now Two

FOR RENT
apartment.

turnished.
Water & ga.. PAid. $40 per month. Close
to cnmtms. Call 26S·4843. 9/19, 21, 22, 23.

ESP~DESK,

Bachelor: man who never
makes the same mistake once,

travel to Manhattan, Kansas this
Friday to see if last Saturday
night was for real. The Wildcats
of the Big Eight conference put
up a good fight against the Black
Knights of West Point Saturday
afternoon before falling 21-6. The
Cadets scored their last two
touchdowns in the f(lurth quarter
after K-State had pulled to within one point.
The Wildcats, who are coached
by Doug Weaver, will have twenty 1-etUrr!ing lettermen, only three
of which will be seniors. In that
r(!spect the Lobos and State will
be on somewhat the same plane.
The Wolfpack has but four seniors among their 22 starters.
Kansas State should have a
somewhat larger team than last
yeal', but there will be a void of
strength at the running back
positions. The overall team speed
will not be improved, however
most of last year's starters were
sophomores so if they can get togethe1· this year they could blossom into a good machine.
The last time the Lobos j'aced
the Wildcats was in 1964 and

EXICOLOBO

Contrary to pppular opmum,
Ann Slanders did not write Monday's Ear.

The New Mexico LOBO, in this issue, begins a series
of articles about the escapades of a Peace Corps volunteers in a remote village in Bcuador.
Remember "The Ugly American"? It was a bitter,
fictional commentary on the havoc wrought by obtuse
U.S. diplomats in an imaginaty Asian country.
"Ambassador in Levis" is the other side of the coin,
a true, ten-part series on exported Americanism at its
best. It is the story of Moritz Thomsen, a practical
Western farmer and a talented idealist.
Of him, Peace Corps Director Jack Vaughn has said:
"He combines a sensitive ability to write with a clear·
headed understanding of his day-to-day situation in a
world far-removed from the life that had been familiar
to him. Through his great abilities, he truly tells us
what the Peace Corps is al1 about~from the perspective of one man living alone in a remote village in
Ecuador.''
To him, a native fisherman said: "I think you're a
good man; let's be brothers."
It is a story of triumphs and frustrations, of new
gringo ways colUding head-on with old Ecuadorian
customs. To Ecuador, Thomsen brought not only his
:farmer's skills but also his understanding, his wit, his
·native American cussedness, his imperfect Spanish and
his love of children.
It is an honest story1 not only about how a Peace
Corps Volunteer teaches primitive people but also how
they educate him.
This narrative appears on page 2.

pointments of Bill Fox, Chief J US•
tice of Student Court; Bill Pick·
ens, Associate Justice; Paulette
Key to NSA Committee; Jim
Peterson and Sue Sherwin to Cultural Committee; and Larry Kennedy and .Jim Hinkle to Intramural Committee.
Action Unusual
In unusual action taken last
ni .. ht S!!nate approved Bill 39,
which through nn ove1·sight could
have been pla<'ed under pocket
veto. The situation arose after
the bill, which establishes prored ures for det(>rmining budgets
and alloeation of student monies,
was not signed by ASUNM Pres
ident Dan Dennison after the last
session held in the spring.
'rht•outh a l'Ule in the constitution any bill which is not signed
within 10 days of being apptoved
by s~uate would be considered
vetoed. The last session ended
within 10 days of the end of the
term an dthc bill was not signed
until this yem·. Through a tech·
ltieality in the constitution which
makes provisions for holidays in
the 10-day period, Senate Presidl'nt Jim McAdams ruled that
the summer vacation constitutes
a holiday and the legislation could
lerally be upheld.
Senate also heard a report from
Treasurer Steve Bacchus, which
stated that there is $8,448.49 in
the Reserve Fund left from last
year.
Reports Heard
The body also heard reports
from the executive committees including one from Lynna Joseph
on the Pto!!'ram Directorate. Miss
Joseph said that new plans were
l:eing made to convert the tsrrace
on the wrst side of the Union into
a Spanish restaurant. She said
that g-lass as well as heati~g
would be installed and that an in·
expensive 1rtenu with nothing over
a dollar in price being served.

Bill Fox, newly appointed
chief justice of Student Court
handed down a decision on the suit
of Steven L. Van Dresser against
the Elections Committee and
Jerry Reed.
Court ruled that a run-off election must be held between Steven
van Dresser and Jerry Reed to

The appearance of Thomas
Ormsby, before Student Senate
was the highlight of last night':'!
session. Ormsby, editor of last
year's MIRAGE, UNM's yearbook, answered questions about
the boolt which dissatisfied many
students,
After being asked why so many
of the pictures were lost and mis•.,.
named, Ormsby t·eplied that errors in photography and in the
organization of the identification
process caused the mistages. "We
got nhout nin<•ty-five p<•r cent correct on our pictU1·es, but I didn't
realize we had so many mistak<•s
until after th<• book was out,"
Ormsby said.
S<•nate asked the financial
st11tus of th<• MIRAGI<: after last
year, and were told by Williant
Huber, chah·man of publications
boat·d, that the yearboolt made
$5,000.

Huber said that the bulk of the
profit was made ftom savings in
In•inting and paste-up work. Hu1 er also mentioned that of the
6,300 copies of tbe Mirage, 300
still temain to be picl>ed up.
•
Pub Board Uninformed
Senator Bob McGeorge asked
if any of the pages were submitted for t·eview by Pub Board.
Ormsby answered that many
pages had been shown to the
Board for their information, but
that not all pages were shown,
nor did they have to be approved.
Questions were raised about the
fact that man~· of the pagi!S werl'
out of balance. One page would
have its full compliment of pictutes while the facing page would
ltave blank frames and odd numl ers of pictures. Ormsby explained that most pages were
filled with their full allotment of
pictures and that remaining pages
were filled with remaining pic.,.,
tures.
When asked about the problems
of meeting his deadlines Orm~by
replied, "It was my fault and I
:j~ccept all the blame. It was neglect on may part fo~· goofing off
and then throwing my hands up
into the air.''
"With the help of Pete Kendall
and Chuck Lanier I finally bUc·
keled down instead . of throwing
the whole thing in the trash." he
concluded.

Started Last Spring
The suit was brought last
spring after van Dresser lost a
bid to become one of the top 12
senators elected in last spring's
student elections.
Van Dresser lost the 12th posi·
tion to Jerry Reed by 13 votes the
difference in positions being that
position . one through 12 would
serve a :full year while position 13
tht·ough 25 would ser~e semester
terms.
The new student constitution
approved last spring established
the new Student Senate and made
provisions for stagger wrms for

Group Pictures Missing
Ormsby answered the question
of why organization and group
pictures which were taken were
not t•un by telling the Senate that
failures in appointment times as
W<lll as failure to identify peoplE''!
forced the pictures to be dl'opped.
"Going into May, we and Pub
Board were really sweating it, we
just wanted to get the thing out,"
he said.
Huber answered a question of
the possibility of a change of
policy on the part of Publication
Board by saying, "We do not
super~ise nor pre-censor pages.
We merely see that it is out, and
l'ide the financial aspect of it. We
will hold the editor responsible :for
malfeasance. The MIRAGE is a
one shot effort. We don't see what

(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 5)

Steve ~an Dresser
determine the twelfth and thirteenth positions :for Student Senate. This election must be held by
the fourth week of the semester.

j
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Volunteer
Writes on Experiences

•,

By JO ANN BAILEY

paring the spirit of this invitation with my only other invitation
to join the Gove1:nment which _had.
al'l'ived one <lay many yeat•s ago.
It was signed by Franklin D.
Roosevelt, and began, "Greetings.'' This time I discovered that
I was trembling with joy. ·
.
Goodbye, Hogs
In spite of what the Peace
Corps may feel, 'it is· from the
moment of t•eceiving this letter
Mail-Box Blues
that your actual Peace Corps
I air-mailed my document to participation really begins. An
Washington the next day, and immediate withdrawal' from the
then I waited. I waited a month scenes of the present comme~ces,
and nothing happened, I waited · and you begin to live in the fuanothe1• month and nothing happened, and finally one morning ture.
It is a curious and stl'Dngely
in a state of anguish out in intense time, since all the things
front of an empty mail-box, I and people mean more to you
made another .pact and . ·prayed than you had tliought they could,
again, "Well, O.K. then, God, just a sort of drama that is not wholly
don't let them send me to a coun- unplaasant.
try where I have to eat RAW
But an amazing thing happens
dog,''
to you now in this limbo period
And I went back to the hog between being asked to train for
pens and waited another month. the Peace Corps and the time of
The letter from the Peace actually leaving for that trainCo1•ps which arrives one day and ing-this period of storing things
announces that you are being in- and nailing shutters over the
vited for training is, I am sure, window.
programmed to arrive after your
Not only are you going through
first enthusiasm has died and your little reappraisal, but all
after you have already commit- the people you know at•e suddenly
ted yourself to some othe1· reappraising you. You have in
project.
a sense become public property
But there it lay one morning in a most profound and moving
in my mail-box, and I opened it, way.
already convinced that it conYou find friends, almost as
tained a t•ejection. I had trained though they felt it a patriotic
myself to open it with steady duty, pointing out faults and
fingers and a yawn on my face. dredging up from some distant
past your more disagreeable
They Fooled Me
The rebirth of that original qualities and hoping that you
enthusiasm from this one-page can learn to ovrcome them.
letter is due to a miracle of techParting Note
nology-for the signature of the
Another curious thing began to
Peace Corps Director is so clev- develop among the people who
erly reproduced that it has ev- are close to me, the friends and
et•y appeat·anee of having been · family who feel involved on a
personally affixed to the invita- pt·sonal level with my disappeartion.
ance from the immediate scene. It
It is the personal quality of this was a steadily growing resentsignatu1·e that bursts you open. I ment which burst out about four
was flooded with visions of Mr. weeks after Mt·. Shriver's letter
Shriver (Ed. Note: Then Direc- in a series of violent and widely
tor of the Peace Cot•ps) .sitting scattered fights.
at a desk in Washington studyIt was the envy of the average
ing my application along with a person, living a life of habit, harhundred others and finally point- assed by all the trivialities of a
ing to mine, while his associ- day-to-day existence, growing
ates grouped around him nodded older under a dim sense of disin violent agreement and broke appointment and loss, who now
into wild yips of joy.
sees one of his friends about to
I held this vision in my mind break out of this trap and become
as long as I could; it ·was very involved in a new kind of life, an
comforting, this illusion that a existence that holds promise of
relationship existed between Mr. being meaningful, a life that
Sht·iver and me. "He needs me," might hold form, pattern and
I ·kept telling myself incredu- direction.
lously, and I couldn't help comwinds and driving t•ains, really
without willing it with the mind
nlone but with evei'Y tnttered
nerve end, I sat down, took the
pen from my Levi jacket, and
began to fill out the Peace Cor-ps
application.
·I had one secret reset·vation.
''Dear God,'' I prayed, "don't let
tliem send me to a country where
I have to eat dogs."

' (
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SWEATERS
By

.

TOWN and KING
~a

•

FOil FINEH

!liEN'.~

IJ'E.4K

3124 CENTRAL EAST

255-2684

HENRYS HAMBURGERS
HOME OF THE BIG HENRY
INTRODUCTION
OFFERFree I Oc Drink with
Henry's 79c Chicken Dinner
through September 24.
We want you to try our Delicious Chicken Dinner served
with French Fries & Bar-B-Q Sauce ~ .~

~ .

''

P.S. Lobos-Treat KSU like you did
the Utags.

Across the street
from the campus
1916 Central SE
I I a.m.- I I p.m.

S8.5 MILLION

Construction

Bond

Is Approved

by

The low bid on an 8.5 million·
dollar bond issue was approved
by the UNM Boatel of Regents
Wednesday morning in a meeting
called in the Union to consider
the bids and to approve plans
for new construction projects.
Thtee bids had been entered
• for the bond sale which the bo~rd
authorized in August. The b1ds
ranged from a low interest. rate
of 4.75 per cent to a high of 4.89
per cent. The_ low bidder. was
John Nuveen & Co. ami Associates. They were represented
locally by James H. Ray, an ex·
ecutive of an Albuquetque investment company.
The regents decided to accept
the lowest bid since the money i~
needed for dormitories and other
expansion projects which must
be ready next year.
UNM President Tom L. Popejoy noted that the interest rate
of 4.75 per cent was one of the
highest the Univet·sity has hat!
to pay. The bond call limit also

c
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Film Fare Offers Good "Flicks"

Peace· Corps·

(Ed's Note: is the first of a
series of articles in which Mortiz
Thomsen, a former hog raiser,
writes of his experiences as a
J>eace Corps volunteer.) •·
flO.
The Peace Corps application is
about 12 pages long, and it takes
hours to fill out, t•equiring of the
applicant (at least in my case for
I -am somewhat weighted with
the yeat•s) that he re-examine
and t·eco1·d a thousimd half-forgotten mem01·ies, many of them
not too pleasant.
You have to disinter and expose to eyes you will nevet• see
your enth•e life, your failures
along with whatever talents you
hope to dangle before the Peace
Corps people as bait.
Who, Me?
I got my application at my
local Post Office, put it on the
table in the kitchen, and walked
around it quietly for about ten
days without touching it as
though it were primed to detonate (as indeed it was), trying
to convince myself that at my age
the idea of Peace Corps duty was
foolhardy.
All of this happened, I might
as well admit, at a time of real
crisis for me. After 16 years of
farming in the Sacramento Valley I had finally come to the
verge of bankruptcy, and with
hogs selling at 12 cents a pound
was not making enough to even
pay for their feed, let alone my
own.
Somehow for me it was easy
in the day to disguise reality,
but at night I would awaken at
3 a.m., completely vulnerable to
that endless list of unpaid bills
that passed before my eyes, to
< find a real and cruel reality in
the situation. After about 30
nights of this I could accept even
in the daylight hours the idea
that I was through as a farmer
and that I must find a new way
to live.
What a Way to Go
But what the hell does a bankrupt farmer do, and a middleaged one at that? I reviewed the
possibilities, filled out the civil
service forms, took exams for
postal employment, and explored
with sweet and subtle lettel's the
possibility of wot·king for my
father who had been predicting
for yeat·s that I would end just
as I was indeed ending.
But all these solutions left a
dry taste in the mouth . • • and
..., so, one terrible night of high

•
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Regents

had to be raised from eight to
ten years. The Regents had
hoped to get an eight-year limit.
The board also approved the
dollar and space budget for the
new Engineering Center. The
construction cost for the complex
wi!l amount to slightly over $2.1i
million. Approximately_ $860,000
in funds will be supplied undet•
Title I of the Higher Education
Facilities Act, with the balancl'
to be provided by the 1065 State
Institutional Bond Is~tw,
Construction on the new facility should begin about March 1,
1067, assuming that no difficulties are encountered in the process
of getting final approval from
the Bureau of Education for the
HEFA funds.
The board also authorized
planners to proceed with final
plans for the ptoposed building
for the College of Business Ad·
tninistt•ation nnd the Bureau or
Business Research.

i!te /amou:J
Barnes & Noble
tollege Outline Series
KEYED TO YOUR TEXTS
Over UJO titles onthe following subjects:
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUdiNESS
DRAMA
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING

ENGLISH
GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE
MATHEMATICS

MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

ON DISPLAY AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

associated students
booh:store

ing actress, direction, and picture,
For those students who enjoy
'Ih2 best thing in the picture is
old movies, this semester should
Miss
Garson's performance, and
be a guaranteed success--for the
that's
Film Fare committee has lined movie. enough to recommend any
up a series of film classics that
Change of Pace
is almost negotiable, it's so good.
"Meet Me in St. Louis," 1944
The series begins Sept. 30 with vintage, is scheduled for Oct. 14.
"Wuthering Heights," starring It's light and happy and will
Laurence
Olivir and Mel'le glve everyone a chance to see
Oberon. Based on Emily Bronte's Margaret O'Brien when she was
novel, the 1939 film received
teeney-tiny and Judy Garland
eight Academy Award nomina- •when she was talented,
tions.
, The committee went back a
Olivier's performance as the •few years to get the film it's
domineering Heathcliff earned showing Oct. 21. "Min and Bill"
him the first of his seven Acad- was filmed in 1930, stars Marie
emy 'Award nominations. If that Dressler and Wallace Beery, and
doesn't ·entice one, then it might is a comedy hound's dream. From
simply be added that the picture· be~inning to end it's a battle of
is a good one.
·
scene-stealing between two of
the best scene-stealers in the
One of Best, .
business.
Following on Oct. 7 i~ one -~f ·
Have a Hangover
Hollywood's best efforts, "Mrs.
To those not familiar with
Miniver," which stars Greer dar- Marie Dressler, she had the
son and Walter Pidgeon.
power to make her audiences
Filrned in 1942, at a time when roar, sob, and share her hangwar propaganda films were the overs at will. Not many in her
rule, "Mrs. Miniver" is a beauti- class, then, or now.
ful treatment of an ugly subject,
Moving back up into the forwhich manages to escape the ob- ties, "Hamlet" has been set for
viousnes of the flag-waving ve- showing Nov. 5, and "ThG Best
hiC'les. It picked up 12 Academy Years of Our Lives" will be run
Award nominations, winning six, Nov. 11.
in dud ing best actress, supportBetwl'l'n thl' two of them there

Senate Will Delay
Teacher Tax Cut
WASHINGTON (CPS)- Despite the election-year popularity
of aid to education a move to give
tax relief to teachers may fall
v.ic:tim to the rising costs of the
VietNam war.
A slate ·of bills to give teachers exemptions for the expenses
of post-graduate education have
been introduced before the House
Ways and Means Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee,
but indications are that the bills
may never get out.
Ease Financial Burden
The proposed legislation would
ease the financial burden on
teachers of pursuing advance.d
degrees-a course of action necessary in many school districts
if teachers are to gain pay raises.
The bills were introduced to
Congress in response to Internal
Revenue Service proposals to eliminate all tax deductions where
taxpayers gain job advancement
from their educational expenses.
The IRS suggested the new regulations on July 7 to tighten 1958
guidelines allowing such exemptions.
The 1958 rules allowed taxpayers to deduct from their gross income all "business expenses"
leading to improvement of skills,
regardless of whether a degree,
promotion or raise resulted. Business expenses include educational
expenses to improve skills and
apply to mechanics as well as
teachers.
New Uegulations
IRS issued the new regulations
to prevent taxpayers, and teachers in particular, from deducting
more income from their taxes
than the 1958 rules allowed. If
instituted, the IRS rules would
bar exemptions for educational
travel, including sabbaticals, and
provide tax relief only for expenses necessary for maintaining
employment.
The new rules are written to
restrict "individuals'' from de·
ducting "business expenses" but
at•e primarily aimed at teachers.
Congressional legislation is ditected specifically at benefitting
teachers.
Congressional reaction to the
IRS suggestion was immediate
and intense. Forty-five senators
h:tve introduced bills to bar the
new IRS rules, and the move has
gained similar momentum in the
House.
Rirler Attached
Senator Vance Hartke (D-Ind.)
has attached a teacher tax credit .
bill its a rider to an unrelated

bill on taxes which is pending before the Senate Finance Committee. In the House, a bill sponsored by Congresswoman Edith
Green (D-Ore.) is the first measure for consideration before the
Ways and Means Committee.
But indications are that the
Johnson Administration will support the IRS guidelines because
of a need for revenue to combat
inflation and to pay for the Viet
Nam war. President Johnson has
warned Congress to cut down on
domestic expenditures and has
sought to place blame on Congress for excessive federal outlays of funds.
Is Called Unfair
Other opponents to teacher tax
credits call the benefits unfair for
favoring one group.
The Hartke amendment may
be in severe trouble because the
chairman of the Finance Committee, Senator Russell Long
(D-La.), Democratic majority
whip, may pigeonhole the bill if
the
Johnson
Administration
takes a stand aaginst tax exemptions for teachers.

are 10 Academy Awards, including Frederic March as be~t actor
in 1946 and Laurence Olivier as
best actor in 1948, Not much
ar{:;ument either way. Olivier is
clearly in his element in Shakespeare March had an excellent
\Script and succe~sfully underplayed his part for a change.
Highly Recommended
In any case, both films comp
highly recommended.
"Viva Villa" is the movie for
Nov. 18. It stars Wallace Berry,
this time with Leo Carillo. As a
factual account of the life of
Pancho Villa, the 1934 film is
so-so. As usual it's Beery's personality that comes through to
best advantage.
December is the least exciting
of the months from the standpoint of the series, but even here
it's still better than average. At
least it's an excuse not to study
-cultural endeavor and all that.
Dreary But Good
"How Green Was My Valley,"
starring Walter Pidgeon and
Maureen O'Ham, will be shown
Dec. 2. A little dreary, perhaps,
still it managed to pick up the
best picture award for 1041, plus
nine other nominations and four
awa1·ds.
Slightly young for an old filJU
is "Singing in the Rain" (1952}.
scheduled for Dec. 0. But Gen<.!
Kelly is as spectacular as always
and Donald O'Connor is in fine
humo1·. The year was still a little too young for Debbie Reynolds to be very effective.
Closing out 1066 is 1947's
"Miracle on 34th Street," to be
shown Dec. 16. It's got Edmund
Gwenn's classic performance and
that's it. But he can make one
have second thoughts about
Santa Calus, so those who don't
feel particularly charitable might
be wise to go see it.
Students will be welcomed
back to school Jan. 6 with the
1936 tilm · "San Francisco." It
stars Clark Gable, Jeanette MacDonald, and Spencer Tracythat should please somebody.
Earthquakes and Melody
Not the most original of love
stories, it nevertheless has thtextraordinary voice of Miss MacDonald, the steady acting of Spencer Tracy, and Gable despite a
comy line is still great.
Miss MacDonald is the mair1
attraction thanks to vocal cord,;
second to none. And for those
who don't particularly like melody and harmony and all that
stuff, there is an excellent recreation of the 1906 San Fran·
cisco earthquake. Tremendous
special effects despite the film's
30-yeal' age.
The semester will close with
"The Thin Man" on Jan. 13.
Based on Dashiel Hammett's

classic mystery, the film stars
William Powell and Myrna Loy
-oh, and Asta-and is the best
of the Thin Man series. As Nick
and Nora Charles, the on-again,
off-again detective team, plagued
by corpses, dumb cops, and Asta,
Miss Loy and Powell pull off

some of the most sophisticated
comedy ever filmed. How's that
for going out on a limb?
The films will be shown twice,
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission
price is 50 cents. Activity cards
will be required only when a
sell-out looks possible.
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ABC Student
Advisory Bl:lard

These are the members of your Student Advisory Board, which meets
once each month to advise the Ameri"
can Bank of Commerce on ways and
means to serve better the student
population of UNM.
UNM students have been asking for
bank facilities for some time. Now
you have it-a branch of the American Bank of Commerce downstairs in
the New Mexico Union. Open your
account today. And ask about
"Thrifticheck," the low cost checking
plan without regular service charges,
just 10 cents a check!

AMERICAN BANK OF COMMERCE
University of New Mexico
Third & Cllntrlll NW

... From the makers of Weejuns<!>

Sunport

~~*

The lusty brogue redefined. Ounces lighter, doubly
flexible. The MonogramT" plate on the instep is our
mark of quality .•. your mark of distinction. - - - -

....A.§ERVICE~
Member F.O.I.C.

'there'• a Plain Toe ~tylc,too, Doth in lllark, Colden _
and Hawthorn llrown grain calf and Cordovan color Corfam®,

G. H. BASS & CO., 159 Mai_n Street; Wilton, Maine

~BANK~
*~ ®
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Anderson's Age Pegged
As Cancellation Cause
Uy MAUK ACUFF
Campaign advisors of U. S.
Senatot• Clintor P. .Anderson
have advised him not to appear
on a political interview show
planned by KNME-TV, UNM;s
educational stution.
Reason for keeping the vener-

able Democratic leader off the a dinner honoring .Anderson, the
tv screen, though not given as senator came across rather
such by his camp11igiJ team, is• poorly. His speech was murnbled,
that Anderson's age is beginning he seemed to forget what he had
to show.
meant to say, and to lose his
In 11 recent televised speech train of thought. Many viewers
during the appel!rllnce of Vice complained that they couldn't
President Hubert Humphery at understand the speech or catcah
' ..
many of the senator's words.
ETIQUETTE LESSONS FOR PICKETS?
Anderson almost decided not
PEOPLE who picket things would be smart to display
to run this year, for another and
suppose(lly last six years in the
better taste than they usually do.
Senate. But internal politics in
Nobody' s More Equal
New Mexico were in such disThe last several years have seen picketing become almost
array that if Anderson stepped
a way of life in the United States.
J aclc.asses
out now, chaos would break
lQose. The state's junior senaEvery television newcast has at least one reel of some~
tor, Joseph M. Montoya might
By ARTHUR HOPPE
body picketing something. The new philosophy seems to be
have
been able to assume the
San Franda~o Chrtmicle.
mantle
of leadership-and Anif you want something bad enough, picket for it.
derson, Gov. Jack M. Campbell
WUh the abundance of pickets wandering around and
The Benevolent & Protective Order of Unimproved Jackasses, a and gubernatorial candidate T.
waving their signs, it surprising how many pickets seem to fraternal group, views with grave alarm the recent racial unrest in E. Gene Lusk of Carlsbad would
Milwaukee.
all prefer that didn't happen.
misunderstand the reason they are picketing.
There, as you know, civil rights demonstrators picketed the home
As well, Anderson's life is the
The cardinal rule of the modern picket is to picket only at of a Milwaukee judge because he wouldn't resign from the Fraternal United States Senate, and it is
Order of Eagles, whose motto is, "Liberty, Truth, Justice and Equal- doubtful that be would ever step
places where they will be seen. This is logical since if they ity." For, of course, Eagles,
down unless he absolutely had to
The
demonstrators
were
sore
because
they've
never
seen
a
Negro
do
so because l)f iU health.
·picket where they can't be seen, nobdoy will know they are
Eagle. Nor do they hope to see one. They just told everyone here and
Clint's health has not been
picketing.
all that good for tbe past few
now they don't want their judge to be one.
"The
radical
attitude
of
these
pickets
in
not
demanding
memberyears, but he has kept going
The trouble is that a successful picket needs more than ship in the Eagles casts discredit on all fraternal groups," said Mr. despite
the odds, living on to see
just to be seen and this is the little-understood part of Homer T. Pettibone, President P;~st Impotentate of Stall 1407 of his pet Medicare bill safely
Jackasses. "It smacks of intolerance.
through the Congress. Due to
picketing. More than just demonstrating dissidence, a the"Worse,"
said Mr. Pettibone, who was grabed in his order's colorful senority and prestige, Anderson
picket should present alternatives and try to sell his point of costume of pink silk pantaloons, sky blue mohair serape and milk has become one of the most
pail helmet, "it's ruining our image."
powerful members of the Senate,
view.
* "' *
and it is seld~n:t that any man is
Mr. Pettibone pointed out that for years Negroes had been fighting willing to give up such power for
The first mistake many picketers make which is also a
to get into lunch couuters, bus depots and virtually all facets of a lonesome retirement in the
reflection on their tastes is their appearance. Nobody wiU .American life.
last years of life.
"How
do
you
think
it
makes
us
fee],"
he
demanded,
banging
the
But Anderson has a strong opbuy anything from a salesman who looks like he has just butt of his purple hay fork on the floor, "when not a single Negro ponent
for his seat this year in
been dragged to hell and back. So why should anybody take has picketed for his inalienable right to be a Jackass?"
Anderson Carter, wealthy RepubMr. Pettibone said he felt this was part of a "growing prejudice" lican from the Southeastern
seriously the ideas of people who are unshaven, unbathed, against
frate.-nal orders. He said local. Jackasses were fp.-ming a corner of the state, Carter deBrotherhood Committee to assure equahty not only for Eagles but cided to put his name and redressed in grubbies and sand1es?
Moosc, :Elks, Odd Fellows, Red Men and, of course, all other Jack- sources into the fray this seaasses.
son even though he realized that
.. AND GRANTING that a picket must picket places which
".Already," he said, "one h!!ars bigoted remarks at cocktail parties, the chances were so slim as to
wm dmw him to the attention of the public, there are still such as, 'Moose ar~ all right, but would you want your siswr tv marry be virtuaUy nou-existant.
Carter may well be banking
some places which at certain times Just aren't in good taste one?'
"To countet' this trend we're publishing studies showing, for ex- on a future race when Clint does
to picket. Two recent examples of this was the picketing at ample, that Elks do not ruin property values-provided. of course step down, or looking toward a
that neighbors don't panic on seeing a family of Elks moving in next campaign for another office in
Luci Baines Johnson's wedding and the picketing of Mrs. door.
two. or four years. He may have
"Wer're also J)ointing out that Odd Fellows make wonderful ten- made a mistake if this is true,
Johnson at an opera in San Francisco.
ants and that The Improved Order of Red Men has improved so much in that he would have been a
While both events were certain to draw them public at- that it doesn't accept for membership any American Indian.
much stronger candidate against
~
*
''
the
state's junior Mernber of
tention, neither event was political.
"But above all we want to aptJeal to our fellow citizens of African Congress E. S. Johnny Walker,
It seems to us that President Johnson is fair game for descent to cast aside their prejudices. ln a spirit of toJlcrance and wh~t has yet te solidify his base
fair play let every Negro apply to join the fraternal order of his of support.
picketing at any of his public appearance, but picketing his choice
today.
But as it now stands, Carter
"I know I speak for my fellow Jackasses when I say nothing would figures that if he can make a
family while they are pursuing their private lives is somemake us haJJpier than to have a Negro, any Negro, seek equality and good showing against the supthing entirely different.
brotherhood in our order."
posedly unbeaten Anderson, he
The
very
thought
of
such
a
moment
brought
a
merked
change
in
will be in a good position for
We are sure that in both case& the pickets probably did
Mr. Pettibone's demeanor. He squared his stooped shoulders, thrust future ventures into the realm
more harm to their cause than good.
forth his jaw and his whole face lit up,
of politics.
"Boy,"
he
said,
rubbing
his
hands
in
gleeful
anticipation.
"would
.As such, his most powerful
-Jim Jansson we ever give him the old beave-ho."
(Continued on page 5)
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Bookstore Manager Mark Upp
was not available for comment
on the rnatter. He was with some
intimate friends playing his
favorite game-Monopoly.

* " *

We, of course, are aware of
the rising cost of living, but we
look with discontent upon the
prices of the bookstore. For instan(:e; A popular publication,
after the publishers suggested
price, non-profit margin, 400 per
cent hike (cleverly disguised
under "expenses"), taxes, employee benefits and executive
wages brings the total for one
copy to $48.00. .Actually, this is
a little steep for one T.V. Guide.
•

•

::t

•

We had a glimmer of hope this
summer when petitions forced
the bookstore to hire an effi!!ie"cy

Yearbook Trouble
Probed By Senate
(Continued !rom page 1)
we have until it comes out," Huber said. "We assume that the
editor will take the 1·esponsibility,
and I don't think we will take the
step of :::ccoming advisors," he
finished.
New Editor Encouraging
This y<.mr's MIRAGE editor
Pete Kendall also answe1·ed questions about the MIRAGE. Kendall told the group he planned to
include administration and faculty pictures. Kendall is also plannin~ to include more copy which
was almost nonexistent in last
ycal"s publication.
The problem of takiug student
pictun•s will be handll•d by the
UNM photo service, with the hop:!
of bett<'r picture quality and id(mtification. This will also hl'lp elivinte many of the problems such
as missed apJlointmcnts and lost
JJictures catisl!d by the hiring of
a student photograJlher last year.
Kendall also said that there
would be plans to inclu:le some
of the undergraduate pictur<'s and
more of the ,..,."''" n;.,t111'"S.

--------------------------------~---------~~~--
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Committee Retracts Fine Policy
After Its Authority Is Challenged

J

Organizations who do not put
up their booths at .Activities
Night Friday evening will not be
fined $10 as planned, said Mary
Louise Kinne, Union Program Directorate chairman, in a memo
sent to booth chairmen.
The announcement :rescinds the
nolicy adopted by the Activities
Night Committee, a sub-committee of the directorate, which
threatened to fine organizations
who did not appear after requesting booth space. The fine, according to committee spokesme, was
meant as a deterrent.
Too Mueh Publicity
"The proceedure was changed,"
said Bill Ross, Aetivties Night
co-chairman, "bec11use of all the
nublicity Jim Jansson gave it in
the LOBO." Ross said that the
committee · looked into the matter further after the newspaper
article questioning their authority to fine organizations, and then
decided to change the policy.
.According to Miss Kinne's
memo, any organization not appearing by 3 p.m. Friday will
forfeit their booth space to an
organization on a standby list
which is presently being prepared.
Ross said that his committee
would seek the power in the future to fine organizations.
Baker Uefuses Comment
.Attorney General Dick Baker
refused comment on how far his
investigation into the matter had

By THOMAS ORMSBY
Whew! I have heard complaints about the pric:es in the
bookstore before, but never quite
as bad as this year, Everyone is
griping about the astronomical
prices, about 400 per cent above
what any profit-making outlet
would dat·e ehat·ge.

,..
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expert. He's still in a coma at
Presbyterian.
The plastic covers that the
bookstore sells with their books
cost only a nickel each-perhaps the only bookstore on any
campus with a cover charge.

* * *

The next big event on campus
will be hosted by the Administration of UNM. It is to celebrate
a recently disclosed fact about
the high moral standards of our
students.
Sometime next month, you can
purchase tickets for the Dean of
Students "No Drugs on Campus
Jamboree". Featured in the event
will be a chorus highlighted by
the following songs: "Bennies
From Heaven", "Singin' In The
Br~", "Melon-Colored Baby",
''Meet My Insight Lallie",. "I
Dream of Pheno", "A Pretty
Girl Is Like. An LSD", "Dope,
Re, Mi", "Silver Feds and Golden
Needles," "Hello Junklovers,"
"Hey Book Me Over," "On the
Street Where it Grows," "Hal·
lucinatin' Rhythm", "Smuggle
Up .A Little Closer", "I've Got
It Under My Skin", "I Left My
Pot In San Francisco", the love
theme from "Doctor, She's GaGa" and a medly from "Toys
For The Addict".
The people in charge had no
comment about the talent which
will be offered in the chorus, but
one person in one of the de11n's
offices said that the administration would be very selective in
who they chose. As he said,
"Some habit, and some don't.

Jll'oceeded but said that it was his
Ul)derstanding the group would
use a deposit system in the future similar to a system used by
the Fiesta Committee for its
botbs.
Baker had announced earlier
this week that he would investigate complaints about the threatened fine of the committee after
several students had complained
it lacked the power to fine anyone.

Anderson Shows Age
· (Continued from page 4)
weapon against Anderson is the
latter's age and slipping vigor,
it backfire. Thus he has not attacked Anderson directly, but
has covered the state with billboards stresing the youth and
vitality of the Republican candi·
date.
Carter bas managed to scare
Anderson into making more appearances than usual in his campaign eflort, mostly to show the
people that he is still hale and
hearty.
More th11n likely, most New
Mexicans would vote to give
Anderson another term if he had
to be carried in to vote. But Carter is not shooting to win, but to
woo enough votes to give him a
base of power in the future. He
may be able to do it.

Run-Off Election
Settles Dispute

* * *

Popeioy Releases
Edict on Smoking
UNM President Tom L. Popejoy has issued a faculty bulletin
·requesting that all professors
l'emind their students of the University policy which prCJhibita
smoking in classrooms and teaching laboratories at all times.
The University faculty pased
this ruling on April 14, 1964, and
a month later upheld its action
from Student Senate that "the
faculty permit smoking dudng
examinations and seminars at
the discreation of the instructor
in charge."
A portion of the statement,
issued Wednesday, stated that
"Such factors as general classroom demeanor, the unsightl)"
appearance of cigarette-littered
classrooms and laboratories, the
health hazard, and the discomfort of non-smokers" entered
into the faculty's decision to prohibit smoking.
President Popejoy's statement
concluded, "Since it appears that
there has been smoking in the
classrooms and laboratories, it
might be helpful if faculty members would remind students that
this rule should be observed at all
times."
There is a homely adage which
runs, "Speak softly and carry a
big stick; you will go far."- T.
Roosevelt.

LIST EN
To KNMD

The UNM Bookstore will cater
for the jamboree, and such taste
treats as Veal Scalpdapeople,
Profit Margine and Gyp and
Chil\ will be offered (at the suppliers suggested retail price,
plus 400 per cent, plus employee's
benefits, plus executive wages),

(Continued from page 1)
senators. For the first election,
senators were chosen on the top
12, bottom 13 method.
Name Was Left Off
In the election it was found that
100 of the printed ballots used by
the elections committee did not
* * ~~
indude van Dresser's name.
One of the facts continually 'fhrou~h a mistake in the staggerbrought up about LSD is that it ing of the candidates names, van
permits its user to see almost Dresser's name was left off 100
anything that he or she wants of the 3600 ballots printed.
and it also provides a deep and
Thirty-six of the 100 incomwarm affection for all persons Jl]ete ballots were used in the elecwith whom one comes in con- tion, and in the close 987 votes fot·
tact. In fact, it is said to bring R1!ed to 975 votes for van Dt·esout hidden talents in people. ser this would make a difference.
Knowing this, the Rodey Theater
In the ruling court said that
players will try it during their the .ASUNM constitution specifirst production of the year. It fically states that candidates shall
will also be handed out to the be listed and that this should be
audience in a last-rlitch attempt interJ)reted to mean aU names.
to reveal talent in the drama Taking a rule from the New Mexdepartment.
ico state Ia w books, the court
::: * *
said, "that the purpose of an elecThe Master PlanueJ· on campus tion is to obtain the will of the
was very interested to hear the public upon a given issue or the
reaction to the new Maul Proj- selection of officers ... in an elecect now in its final stages north tion not distut·bed by reason by
and east of the Union. A gt•eat technical irregularities , .."
rleal of time, effort and money
Election Held Invalid
went into the kiosks, planters,
AI thou· h not implying fraudli~hting and the landscaping conulent conduct on the part of the
sisting of carefully placed and election <.'ommittee, the court felt
sytnmetrical mounds o£ dirt.
that in th~ interest o£ fairness the
$
t.:
:::
'kction should be considet·ed inIf you are displeased with the valid.
Sn:wk Bar's policy of closing
However, it was decided that
from 10:45 to 11:15 daily, you since only two positions were af~hould sit down right now ap•l
feded by the irregularity the enwritt> a letter to the person h
tire election should not he thrown
l'!wtge. Write: State Mental In· out. Court decided to consider
stitution, clo Snack Bar Manage- ea<'h )Josition as a separate offi':'l'
ment, City.
an I schedule a run-off election.

Phone 265-6931
fASHION SQUARE
Son Mateo & Lomas

e
e
e

Grey
Beige
OffWhite

Comfort champion

Vicente's DRINK, INC.
In Corrales

Wf ':?OUTif _..

•

JAM SESSION

VISHJAf-16'5£
AL.t.. L. 00!<
1.-Ak' 1HfS.

898-2535

WED. NITE 8-1

(BRING YOUR OWN INSTRUMENTS)

Fot all Students with J.D. Cards

All Mixed Drinks 70c

R
Smokeyvs friends
Donut Play

With Matches

PORTILLO. , • LiAht as the proverbial feather,
yet this smari:ly fashioned coat keeps you
wo:nderfu!ly warm. SecretP Link stitch "OrJon"* knit,
hc..Jded to Scott Foam. Smoothly lined
wli:h DuPont Nylon. lt'~ completely

SO BRING YOUR DATE OR FRIEND'S
AND come and enjoy your favorites, Bolerros, Mexican Jazz,
Flamenco, and Classical Music by Victmte and His Magic Guitar.

wash 'n' wear tool

•ou Pont r.M,

Special Drinks of the House
Irish Coffees - by Larry Peterson
Starting Oct. 1st ~·Hot Buttf;rod Rum

Vicente & Doffie
Proprietor<
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Happy Days In LOBO Land Remembered
By VILLIERS MARLBOROUGH
During the editing and re-censoring of material for the first
few issues of our sixty-seventh
year of editorial freedom, we are
reminded that journalism has
surely come a long way since
1C29 when Uncle Villiers was just
sta~·ting out with the LOBO.
I remember the happy days we
spent writing fiery editorials
about Herbert Hoover and worrying about the stock market.
But we still had our sense of
humor (?), and we published all
the above for the world to laugh
with and at us. It will ever be
thus.
The following chapter appears
in the forthcoming book, ''Murders of the Lobo Morgue" (Phantom Bathfinder Books: 2 cents
plain, $1.25 wit hracy cover).
OH,
"It all began when T. S. Lobo
was born in 1858 in the desert

Veterans
Information
Q-In the service medical report that I received it stated that
I have a stomach hernia that I
~weived while in the service. Is it
too late to file for a disability pension from the VA ?
A-'l'here is no timP limit us to
when a VEJteran may tile a claim
for a disease or injury he feels
was obtained while serving in the
armed forces.
Q-I am a veteran's widow and
received a monthly check from the
VA of $50.40 a month up until the
time of my remarriage, My second husband died shortly after
our marriage and I would like to
know if I am entitled to my first
husband's VA pension, since I am
no longer married?
A-Remarriage following the
death of a veteran makes the
widow permanently ineligible for
a pension :from the Veterans Ad-

ministration, based on the death
of that veteran, unless the pur-

ported marriage is void or has
been annulled.
Q-I am a veteran of World
War II with a 50 percent serviceconnected disability. I have four
minor children but I have never
notified the VA about the fourth
child since I thought the VA
would pay nothing extra for children beyond the first three. Now
a friend of mine has told me VA
will pay additional compensation
for any number of children. Is
this true?
A-Yes, but, this additional
compensation for dependents is
paid only where the disability is
evaluated at 50 percent or more.
It is always wise to inform the
VA of changes in dependency
status. Send a copy of the birth
certificate of your fourth child
along with your inquiry to the VA
regional office.
Q-As a widow and parent who
is partially dependent on her
son's compensation check, I would
like to know if the veteran should
die, would that monthly check be
stopped?
A-If your son dies from the
disease or injury which has been
rated as service-connected by the
VA you would be entitled to dependency and indemnity compensation from the VA as a dependent parent if your income is
under the maximum set by law.
Q-I am service-connected for
a disability, but am being treated
in a VA Hospital for a nonservice-connected ailment. Will
my compensation be increased to
100 percent during hospitalization?
A-Compensation is increased
only if treatment is given for
service-connected disabilities.
Q-Is it necessary to know
definitely what school I will attend before applying under the
new GI Bill?
A-Yes, because it must be one
on the list of approved training
institutions. Furthermore, you
obtain assurance of acceptance to
the school of your choice imntedi·
ately to assure attendance in the
fall semester.

country of Upper New Mexico.
From his earliest years, 'l'. S. suffered from asthma (brought on by
the draftiness of his home atop
Mitchell Hall) and poor eyesight
(from reading too mueh of Rudyal·d Kupling's "Memoirs of a
Railroad Magnate").
YOU
''Despite these handicaps, how-

ever, he managed to write, take
pictures, shoot, fight, throw
chairs, a ndhurl political insults.
In fact, he was often mistaken for
a hired thug.
"During th>Jse prosperous middle years, T. S. attended the state
university and wrote his first
schorching editorial, "Sunken
Kiva Must !Je Razed for Parking

UNIVERSITY BRIDGE with Larry Cohen
1966 lntercoll.egiate Champion
Dlr: N
Vul: None

North
• Kl075
• K9

(18-24)

+ KQ63
.. AJ7
West

East
• 82
• AS
Al052
• Q8542

• 94
• QJ10642
•
•

+

J97
96
South

•
•

AQJ63
753

eliminates or improves the odds on
a flnesse. It works in this hand.
The bidding is standard, South
decides to force to game in either
spades or notrump. North is delighted to raise to 4 spades with
his excellent support.
The heart queen is covered by
the king and ace, West wins the
heart return, A third round is ruffed
with the spade 10, East discarding
the club deuce.
The spade king and ace reveals
the even break. A small diamond
lead is won by the ace. The diamond return is won by declarer
and another diamond is ruffed,
leaving:

5

+84
•
North
!NT

East
Pass
Pass

4S

3

Kl03

AJ7

South West
38
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening Lead: Heart Q
The finesse is a basic, but mucl1
misused play in bridge. It is simply
an attempt to make a lower ranking card win from a higher card.
Look at the' club suit in today's
hand. Looking at all the cards it
is easy to win the queen - lead
small from the North hand and
"put in" or finesse the 10. On a
guess, however, you might lead
small from the South hand and
finesse the jack, losing to the queen.
Counting a hand, in many cases,

(unknown)

(unknown)

J6

Kl03
South, before taking the club
flnesse does some counting. West
is counted for 6 hearts, 2 spades
and at least 3 diamonds. TI1is
leaves him with at most, 2 clubs.
The odds, therefore, are better
than 2- 1 that East holds the club
queen! the result, 4 spades making 4.
When you finesse, why guess?
Count and play the odds!
Next: Hold off on some Holdups!
Send your bridge questions to:
Box 1521, Madison, Wis. 53701,
for a personal reply.

.
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ticket to regain his editorial position.
THREE
"As boss during the 1930's,
T. S, got back at those 'malefactors of great wealth' back home
by busting their vending machine
trusts, enlarging his own budget,
and enrolling his competition in
a Free University program.
"But after failing to win the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1940, he retired to Africa to hunt big game
and vacationing newspaper critics. However, because of his increasingly bad eyesight, heshot
Professor-at-Large Frank Hibben, instead,
SKIDOO,
"Upon his return home, he
forged some columns in the school
paper under the alias 'Ann Slanders' and asked whether the
MIRAGE was really a MIRAGE.
"He also conducted an interview with a noted football editor
who proclaimed optimisticall,Y,
"U.N.M. won't forfeit any games
and we'll probably win at least
one."
YEAH!
"So it was. Just as Barry Goldwater, 'l'. S. Lobo was becoming
an aged anachronism and finally
succumbed in the University
Health Center to wounds inflicted
earlier by a charging mule.
"Now all that remains is his
memory, his present successors
of the fourth estate, and that
famous flag, "New Mexico LOBO
-Sixty-seventh Year of I~ditorial
Freedom."

Lot," only recently made into the
musical comedy "Macbeth."
IUD
"Because T. S. was such an engaging newsboy with an obvious
inclination toward the evposee,
then Voice Party Leader Augie
Busch decided Lobo would be a
natural to edit an official school
newspaper.
"After serving his Board of
Censors fo rthree terms, wealthy
T. S. bought a ranch near Juarez
where he built an airstrip and
prepared for monthly Student
Publications Board meetings.
YOU.
"In 1904, he gained national
prominence while heading a stopNixon movement at the G.O.P.
Convention aided by friends Lyndon Johnson and Hubert Humphrey.
"1917 brought a promotion to
Campus Police Chief at U.N.M.
during which 'l'. S. was known for
cleaning house and arresting
many of the school's prominent
athletes. They retaliated by not
re-electing him in 1920.
TWENTY
"The war over, T. S. returned
to his floundering newspaper,
then in the hands of interim editor Calvin Coolidge who remarked, "Conscience doth make
conservatives of us all."
"Unfortunately, Cal did not
choose not to run for this re-election, and Loho was forced to cam·
paiA"n on a Fornwr-Police-Chicfs

COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
ENTIRE OUTFIT $10.00
Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders,
Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and
Boutonniere.
FIRST AND GOLD

DIAL 247-~47
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Society Refus.~s tO Outli ne PurpOseS
CHICAGO (CPS) -Students
for a Democratic Society rejected
·pressures to formulate a state·
ment of purposes and goals at
their national convention August
27-September 1, admitting in the
process that they still lacked a
coherent radical ideology.
The only way such a statement might emerge, the Clea1•
Lake Iowa, meeting concluded,
is through the further internal
education of the membership.
The UNM SDS chapter had no
representatives at the ~eet~ng•.
Local chapter member .Ph1l N1ch- ·
olson said that there were good
reports from the convention. ·
Heavily Criticized
SDS has been heavily criticized
as a group of emotional anti-intellectuals by members of the
more established left, and some
SDS'ers were plainly disappointed by the convention's apparent
inability to produce clear-headed
social analysis. Others, however,
reiterating the pitfalls of a rigid
ideology, viewed the outcome as
a positive repudiation of attempts

.!
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m Chicago, Baltimore, Newark,

to make SDS a new version o!
older left-wing political parties,
Emerging most clearly from
the convention was the picture of
SDS as a '.'community of organizers.''
Newly-selected
VicePresident Carl Davidson said
there are about 50 members who
'tave given up the 28 student deferments to do travelling and
organizing on campuses across
the country.
New Drive Launched
Committing its~lf to coordinate the "organizing" of noncampus, middle-class consti~u~n
cies, SDS took another step m 1ts
drive to "radicalize the ·people.''
The most concrete part of the
resolution called for a national
conference of these newly-organ·
ized groups "within the next 18
months'' to coordinate aims and
projects.
SDS also does community or·
ganizing among the Northern
urban poor through its loosely
affiliated Economic Research
and Action Project (ERAP),
which. now has community unions

Cleveland, and Boston.
Following the convention the
SDS National Council issued a
statement opposing the draft because of itst "inherently undemocratic nature" and because it
aids the war in Viet Nam. The
statement also
places
SDS
against all university "~oo~,e~a
tion with the wa\' machine, m. eluding the class ranking of stu~
dents and the conducting of war
research, according to SDS member Earl Silbar.
Little Resolved ·
The Congress' itself resolved
very little about the draft beyond
saying that a coordination ·program should be undertaken whic}l
would still allow each local umt
to act autonomously.
The old SDS controversy over
its "non-exclusion'' policy flared
again when a resolution to force
candidates for office in SDS to
declare what other organizations
they belonged to was introduced.
Its consideration reflected a ·
long-standing debate in SDS over
whether or not to exclude Communists from membership. After
discussing the issue for seven
hours, opinion turned against the
resolution on the grounds that
its effect would be to set up
"little HUAC's" to investigate
members' personal beliefs and
associations.
Russell Lauded
Calling for the "exposure of
U.S. atrocities in Viet Nam,''
the convention urged chapters to
lJublicize
Bertrand
Russell's
be decided by them alone, he ;,War Crimes Tribunal.'' The tribunal, to be held in Paris in Destated.
intends to try President
cember,
No Action Planned
Yyndon
Johnson
and Secretary of
In his own opinion, Robinson
Defense
Robert
McNamara, in
said the draft "causes a distorabsentia,
for
their
role in the war
tion' of the educational process by
in
VietNam.
forcing students to be more conA statement was also passed
cerned with grades than real eduin support of "all GI's who are
cational achievement.''
The local chapter of Students persecuted for exercising their
for a Democratic Society had col- constitutional rights of free
lected 1100 signatures the pre- speech and peaceable assembly!'
vious week demanding a referen- It suggested conducting demonsh·ations and meetings, writing
dum.
UNM's SDS chapter plans no and wiring Congressmen in supimmediate action in this matter. port of individual soldiers, and
Their first meeting is to be held passing out fact sheets to Gl's
Friday Sept. 23, in the West at bases and service clubs.
Regarding Latin America, the
Mesa Lounge, at 2 p.m. They will
at that time decide on the year's Convention condemned "the attempt of the military dictatorship
agenda.
or Argentina to suppress freedom
Results Binding
Robinson would have the re- of students and faculty in that
sults binding on the administra- eountry" and "similar attempts
tion but Vice-President for Stu- by the Brizilian military dictatordent Affairs Richal·d L. Cutler ship to suppress free criticism in
indicated that the Univel'sity the universities of Brazil.''
would probably not agree to such
New officers elected at the
conditions in advance.
Man has his will-but woman
SDS chairman Peter Steinberger stated, however, that if the has her way!
I'd rather have an inch of dog
students stand behind a position
to abolish ranking and are will- than miles of pedigree-Burnet.
ing to apply pressure the UniThe Gila Wilderness Area, near
versity will be forced to go along
Silver City, N. M., was the .first
with their decision.
The referendum, if approved area of its kind to be established
by the Michigan student govern- in the U.S., in 1928.
ment, would probably be held
For what human ill does not
in mid-November.
dawn seem to be an alleviation?
-Wilder.

Convention are President Nick
Egleson, a graduate of Swarthmore College, and Vice-President
Carl Davidson, a graduate of
Pennsylvania State University.
A few days later the National
Council elected Greg Calvert,
University of Oregon g1•aduate,

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CPS) University of Michigan students
may soon vote on the release o_f
their class rankings by the Umversity to the Selective Service
System.
Student Government. Coun~il
President Edward Robmson, m
brinl!ing the referendum proposal
to the Council Sept. 8, said that

the vote would give students a
voice in deciding whether a local
board is justified in using cl~ss
rank as a criterion for draftmg
them. The draft question deals
solely with students and should

Greeks' Different
Says FSU Study
'l'he Collegiate Press Service
What sort of university freshmen want to join fraternities and
sororities? A recent study at
Florida State University outlined several basic differences between prospective pledges and independents.
Freshman girls aspiring to enter sororities tend to come from
a higher socio-economic groups
than non-aspirants, were more
active in high school extra-curricular activities and dated more
frequently.
Differences Listed
Non-sorority girls tanked significantly higher on college aptitude tests, according to Ph.D.
candidate Gary Widmar.
Most of the sorority hopefuls
said they would prefer to be remembered as. leaders, while independents said they would rather be. remembered as outstanding
students.
An10ng the boys, few such differences could be found in measured attitudes, family back~round self-perceptions ot• secondm•y' school experience. Only
in educational and careet· plans
were contrasts significant.
Money Is Important
Most men planning to join. a
fratctnity rcpot·tcd that financi~I
concerns were most impot•tant m
any future jobs, while the .non·
pledges placed more emphasis. on
''wol'ldng with people or bemg
useful to society."
Prospective fraternity men
planned to do rnot•e gradunte
study :md often selected careers
in business or engineering. Indelpendents more often . chose Clducation or the performmg nrts.

national secretary.
SDS now claims about ~000
members and about 200 orgamzed
chapters according to membership sec~etary Tom Condit. He
said the membership is most heavily concentrated in the ar~as of
Boston, New York, and Chicago.

Varsity Barber Shops
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SDS Might Block
Ronkings' Release

RECENT SURVEY
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Desert Room

The Desert Room will reopen
for business on Monday . Sept.
26. It will be open Monday
through Friday from 11:30 to
1 :30 p.m. Officials of the Desert
Room ask that four or more
guests be served at one time.

DOWNTOWN • NOB HILL • WIIIRDCK
Three flua.litll Store•

Nothing spoils a romance so
much as a sense of humor in the
woman-Wilde.
Mexico City, built on a mountain, is actually sinking a :foot a
year.

with

FaraPress~

1;{ FORMALS
1;( SEMI-FORMALS
1;{ COCKTAIL DRESSES

The bold, fashion weave in a dress-up mood,
tailored from a premium blend of 65% Polyester, 35% Rayon. Permanently pressed to keep
creases in, wrinkles out, without ironing .

Albuquerque's Largest

and Most Complete Gown

Waists 28"·44"

$800

other Farah FaraPress
Slacks $8-$9-$10
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a tribute to Coach King and his
team and their .tremendous
showing, UNM Athletic Director
t'ct2 McDavid said Wednesday.
The
ma·nmoth
$1,500,000
structure covers approximately
2 1h acres and will seat 14,831
people. McDavid said that there
are 3059 chair-back s2ats, although all the seats are numbered. Therefore any seat could
bJ sold on a reserve-seat basis.
Asked how soon UNM would
outgrow the arena, McDavid
said that the building can be expanded to seat 20,000 people. "I

of thinking by the administration will be of great benefit to
the student body, the citizens of
New Mexico, and people of Albuquerque. It is indicative of the
keen· interest the great number
of people have in a common
cause-Lobo athletics," he said.
Other Functions
McDavid said that the arena
will also be used for other University functions, such as commencement and some P. E.
slasses. But he emphasized that
it was built for basketball.
Both McDavid and UNM

Sporfs Ec/iforial

'ji Something Is Missing
1 Coach Tony Knap, sometimes known as the "Grey Fox,"
i is shaking his head as hP. comments "I told you so." It seems
! that Knap made the statement that his U-State team could
Jim Boller, Lobo's Right linebacker
Meet Jim Boller, a rugged
Texan who plays linebacker for
the Lobos. Jim who hails from
Corpus Christi in the Lone Star
state is the starting right linebacker on the hard-nosed Lobo
defensive team.
Boller is built a good deal like
Jim Taylor of the Green Bay
J>ackt•rs and the resemblance
does not end there. The st(>cky
5-9 package of meaness weight
in at 205 and plays the same
grinding type of game as the
above mentioned pro.
Is a Junior
Jim came to the Lobos from
Henderson County Junior College in Texas where he was an
:All Conference selection at the
position of linebacker and offensive guard. He is classified
as a junior so we will enjoy the
services of this fine athlete for
another year.
Boller showed great promise
against Utah State in the Lobo
opener and if he continues to
improve as the season rolls on he
should reach the greatness
achieved by such men as Larry

Rio Grande Gorge
Made State Pork
The 1959 session of the New
Mexico State Legislature designated the gorge area on the Rio
Grande river, "Rio Grande Gorge
State Park." In 1964, the State
Park and Recreation Commission
signed an agreement with the
U.S. Bureau of Land 1\fanagement, making the Park Commission responsible for the management and maintenance of the recreational sites constructed under
the Accelerated Public Works
program. The total cost for the
development of trails and camp
sites along the gorge was $330,000.
This is probably the largest
state park in the United States.
It extends 70 miles northward
from the community of Pilar to
the Colorado State line. It is
bounded on the east by Questa
and the peaks of the Sangre de
Cristo mountains, and on the
west by the lower rises of the
Conejos.
Depth Varies
The gorge varies in depth from
200 to 800 feet, and at the lookout above the confluence of the
Rio Grande and Red River it is
almost a mile wide.
The 50 mile portion of the Rio
Grande River extending through
the Rio Grande Gorge from the
New Mexico-Colorado
border
downstream to State Highway 96
near Pilar, and the lower 4 miles
of the Red River near Questa
have been proposed as a part of
the National System of Wild
Rivers.
The camping areas are located
5 miles north of Questa on State
Road 3, thence 5 miles on State
Road 378 through the village of
Cerro on an improved road. The
recreatiort areas begin near

White and Eddie Stokes.
Jim is extremely fast for a
man his size so he has the ability to get back and covel' on
passes as well as the size to
stop a big fullback in the open
field. Jim was directly involved
in at.)east two of the Utah State
turnovers in lust Saturday's
game. Both were a rl'sult of
virious tackles Boller made on
Gtag backs.
Defense Should Improve
With the adition of Boller to
the defense the Lobos should be
able to improve on la;;t year's
record in the pass defense department when opponents completed 135 passes for 2,011
yards.
Lobo fans should watch number 35 when the defense is in
the game. Jim Boller will show
people how the game of football is supposed to be played.

Meeting Date Set
By Conservatives
The UNl\1 Consetvative Forum
will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
room 250A of the Union to plan
the semester's activities. ~'ormer
members, officers and other interested persons are invited to
attend.
The Forum is a non-activist,
non-partisan and non-political discussion proup devoted to a dispassionate examination of critical
problems in public life. The
I~orum is affiliated w" '1 the Intercollegiate St:~dies Institute of
Philadelphia.

Mon.-Thur. Nights

Bowling Leagues
Forming at Union
Fall bowling leagues are now
forming at the Union, with the
kirkoff date for league bowling
set for Septemb(>l' 26. Five
leagues are now forming. The
schedules for all the leagues are
liRted below.
l\londay night at 6:30, beginning Sept. 27: nwn's T>airs, op1•n
murals, open to both men and
women.
Tuesday night at 6:80, ht~gin
ning Sept. 27: mixed foursomes
(two women and two men), oper
to faculty and staff members
only.
Tuesday night at 9:00, begin·
nirg Sept. 27 men's pairs, open

· Poetry Reading
The ]i}nglish department is
sponsoring a poetry reading by
Kenneth Irby. The reading will
be held on Friday Sept. 23 at 8
p.m. in the Union theatre.
.

~----~=·~~-··-----
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Chiflo Mountain on the north ard
follow the southwestern swing
of the river, and end at the
junction of the Rio Grande and
Red River.
Fishing Permitted
Fishing is permitted along the
Rio Grande all year. The gol'ge
has some of the best rainbow
and brown trout fishing ever encountered. Other attractions are
camping, horseback riding, hit·
ing and rock hunting. Sage, Yucca, Red Cedar, Juniper and Pinon
can be seen in abundance along
the trails.
Each trail has 6 pienic shelters
(tables and fireplaces) and rest
room units. Big Arsenic and
Little Arsenic Springs each have
6 additional picnic shelters and
rast room units at the bottom of
the trail. Thare is no developed
domestic water at any of thase
sites.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE

i IOil Central E., Albuquerque, New l>lexlco
Phon• 242·0096

Your Texaco Star Dealer
.-~,

~

easily be 0-2 after their first two games. Surprise! Mr. Knap
said this during last spring's football practice.
The "Grey Fox" might be getting greyer and greyer as
the Utages draw closer to their date with the Nebraska
Cornhuskers. The stunning upset at the hands of our own
Lobos has made the rest of the season an uphill battle for
State.
In the press box before the game against the Utags there
was much enthusiasm on the part of the Logan sports writers. Such comments as "when Edwards sets the school
record for total offense Jet me know. I imagine it will be
early in the second half, maybe even in the first if we get
rolling right off the bat." By the time the half was coming
to the close one could have cut the gloom with a knife.
Then when the Lobos got their laHt score with only 26
seconds left in the half the deflation was complete. The once
cheerful newsman sitting next to me in the pressbox got
progressively less talkative. Finally it got to the point where
my elbow compadre started saying bad words about his
hometown favorites.
When the game ended the congratulations were short and
said without much vigor. I guess that when favorites lose
there is also a pretty good loss of pride.
The writers at all the Lobo games should now be prepared to lose gracefully so that the good sportsmanship that
everybody talks about will be truly evident.
-Jeff Dennard
to faculty, staff, and students.
Wednesday night at 6:30, beginning Sept. 28: mixed foursomes (two women and two
men), open to faculty, staff and
students.
Thursday night at 6:30, beginning Sept. 29: fraternity
intramurals, open to both men
and womert.
Anyone who is interested in
joining one of these leagues is
asked to contact "Bud" Hcr.ry,
Union games area manager, at
his office in the games area or
at <~xtension 45rm.
Clean clothes •••

••• last longer!

that the increased revenue from
the out-of-state-tuition rise did
not go to pay for part. of t~e
cost of the arena. Perovtch saul
that the cost was . met by a
revenue bond issue which will be
payed for over a twenty-year
period. He hopes, however, that
the arena will pay for itself from
gate receipts.
The building is made of cinder
block and has no obstructing
supporting poles on the inside.
Commenting on the size of the
arena, McDavid said: "I am very
pleased. The crowd problem
should be alleviated and we
should be able to take care of
our students and many avid fans.
This was a great problem the
·fast three years."
One of Largest
The architect was Joe Bohning
and the contractor was K. L.
House. The new structure is one
of the largest college basketball
arenas in the country and is even
larger than the new Pauly Pavilion which houses the UCLA
Bruins and their all-everything
Lew Alcindor.
The arena will hopefully be
ready for the start of the basketball season which begins on Dec.
1.
Christmas Tournament
The new home of the '\Volfpack
will also be the scene of the Lobo
Invitational Basketball Tournament. This year's Invitational
field will include the teams of
New York Univt>rsit.y, an always strong Eastern independent; Colorado State UnivPrsity,
a powerhouse of the Rocky
Mountains; and Southwest conference member Texas A&M.
Visiting schools in the Tournament will fare well as they re('eive round trip, first class airl'ine transuortation for fifteen
persons. They will also receive
$250 per day to cover expenses
•·Ius 10 per cent of the net gate
receipts.
Of course this has aU come
about as a result of the great
success of Bob King in producing winning basketball teams, as
McDavid pointed out. With all
• 1ue respect to the cliche artist
this is trucly the house that King
built.

Kirby A. Krebec has assumed
his duties as assistant director of
the New 1\lexico Union at the
University of New Mexico. He
b!!gan work Sept. 1.
Krebec-whose major dutiPS at
first will involve overall building
operations, personnel work, and
projects related to expansioncame to Albuquarque from Cent•·al Washington State College in
Ellensburg, \Vash., where he was
director of activities and the
Student Union.
"We arc delighted to have Mr.
Krebec with us, with his background and cxpiercnce of student
unions and student activities,"
comment William R. Bierbaum,
director. "We are fortunate to
have him."

WANT ADS

...

CLASSIFIED ADVERTlSlN'G RATES:
4 line ad., GGc-4 times, 12.00. Insertions
JnU.'It be submitted by noon on da:V before

I LUNCH

FOR SALE
1965 VW Convertibl~-.-,P:;:n-e-::ift:-c---:-b:-lu-c,-.,.-eellenl condition. 122 Stllford SE. $2050
or best olfer. 242-7973. 9/22, 23.

FOR RENT

TIME at

.TACK'S LOUNGB
&

pUblication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277·4002. cr 2'17-4102.

·~
p1ZZ8rama

1

NEW MENU! NEW EXCITING SANDWICHES I
NEW HOURS FROM 11:00 AM

m•'I•'IClENt:Y
npnrtment,
furnished.
Water & JIM paid. $40 per month. Clooie
to campus, Call 268-48(3. 9/19. 21, 22, 23.
FURNISHED three toom aparlmenL 160
monthly. 2114 Coal Avenue SE. 345-0168.
9/21, 22, 23.
SERVICES
'rYPEWRITER . anlct~ &: l'l!palr. Speelal
rnte11 to UNM •tudent.s on all m•chines.
Free piekllp & delivery. E &: E TyJO<!writer Service, 2217 Coal SE, .phllne 243-

0588.

HEMMING, menilin~r and alwratioruo ot
all kinds. Reasonably llroced. Call 2473449~ 9/22, 23, 26, 27.
HELP WANTED
I~SP-DlSK, r<cording company or the

new music alid the FUGS, wanfg eampus

reP• lor surveys and pUblic relations
1188IKnmenl9. Conl.nct immediately. n.
Stollmnli, ESI', 150 lith Ave,, N'ew York,
N. Y. IDOU. 11/21, 22, 23.

protesting the appointment of
Anastacio Somoza, Jr. as the
counrty's liberal party candidate
fo1' president.
The liberal party in Nicaragua
is the only one that counts, Calvillo-Capri asserted, adding that
Somoza's nomination was guat·anteed,
The st•1dents struck against
Somoza's nomination as the liberal party candidate according
to Ca.lvillo-Capri, because Somoza was part of a family that had
ruled Nicaragua for some 30
years previously.
The striking students were
made up of members of the University Council (CUUN), consisting of 13 student body presidents and had been given backing
by the editors of the University,
Calvillo-Capri went on to say.
While driving to Leon, he reported seeing one man killed with
a machete as part of the election
disturbance then going on at the
University of Leon.
Upon arriving in Leon, CalvilloCapri reported seeing drunk peasants (whom he claimed had been
given liquor by the liberal party

Latin America
and bussed into Leon for the
singular purpose of harassing
students) tossing bricks at students, throwing firecrackers, etc.
When Calvillo-Capri couldn't
get into the barricaded administration building, he said students
inside tossed down a rope and he
climbed up. He said the students
were anxious to talk to foreign
students. They refused, however,
to give their names to CalvilloCapri because of what he believed to be a fear of retribution
on the part of the government.
While inside the university administration building he met with
the President of the Student
Federation of Leon University,
who, he said told him that while
the Social Christian movement
was dominant, the Communist
Party was gaining in strength.
Calvillo-Capri said the president (who also would not reveal his name) felt the communist
influence was gaining because the
Party gave the students concrete answers, while the Social
Christians merely complained.
He next talked to Fernando
Gordillo. Cavillo·Capri said that

Gordillo was the brain behind
the far left movement in Nicaragua, and that his (Gordillo's)
girl friend Michele Nadjer of
France was the power behind the
leftist women's ranks. Both, he
said, have been denied admittance
into the United States.
It was while he was in the barricaded administration building,
said Calvillo-Capri, that the N ationa! Guard was called out. With
this, he said, he sneaked out of
the building and headed for Managua.
Journalism students at the
campus in Managua were also in
the process of striking, he said.
Other college students congregated around the building, Calvillo-Capri said, only to be broken
up by the National Guard, which
went on for some time with students massing, being boken up,
massing again, and so on.
The strike finally ended on
July 31 with the nomination of
Somoza, but not until Somoza
drove past the striking students
a few obscenities, as a show of
(Continued on page 6)
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TO STUDY or not to study does not seem to be the question for
the students at the new section of Zimmerman Library. Already
hitting the books are (from left) Annette Newman, junior and
Lorraine Armijo, senior.

STAN PADILLA, junior, puts the new study desks in the Library
to good use as he bums the midnight oil studying in the new
wing. The new desks arc a feature located on all floors in the new
section of Zimmerman Library.

The two candidates in the upcoming run-off election for posi·
tion 12 in Student Senate, expressed· widely different views on
the court decision calling for the
election. Position 12 ·Carries a
year's term of office, while the
position 13 senator will be up :for
re-election in the next regular
student election.
Both candidates were interviewed by telephone Thursday
night.
Steven Van Dresser said, "At
the time I brought this up, it was
the hope of everyone concerned
that this solution could ba avoided
(referring to the run-off); but
this wasn't possible under the
UNM constitution." Van Dresser
was plaintiff in the court case
which led to the decision.
Calls Decision Uujust
"I think the decision was very
unjust," Jerry Raed said, I'm
already on Student Senate, I'm
already working for senate, and

- ~

,
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Panel WiJI Judge
She said that since a judging
panel would eliminate most of
the girls, the students would only
b2 allowed to vote for the re•
maining thirteen. She also said

the proposed court of twelve attendents was also "too big."
When asked what action she
might seek to take, 'Miss Davidson
said she was checking to see if
the RaUy committee had approved
the changes.
She said that the committee
was responsible for Homecoming
policy and that it was her understanding that the policy change
was not approved by the com'mittee because it hadn't met this
year yet. She said that if that
was true, she should introduce a
resolution into Senate next week.
Liaison Approved
Meanwhile, Senate Rally Committee liaison Karen Abrahams
said that she thought it was a
''drastic" change but after talking
to Homecoming Chairman Laura
Loy she said she approved of the
idea.
Miss Abrahams also expressed
concern about the race becoming
a "political football" and said
she thou~ht it was going to be

tested position on the challenged
election last spring.
Van Drasser called the decision
"the only one the court could have
rendered under the circumstances."
Minimum Campaign
Both candidates appeared to
favor a minimum of campaigning. Van Dresser referred to a
"Gentlemen's Agreement not to
have too active a campaign." "To
do so would require ona (of the
two candidates) to run one campaign, and one would have to
campaign twice," he said. The
regular Senate election will be
held immediataly after phristmas
recess•
When asked about the "Gentlemen's Agreement," Reed said that
he was approached by Van Dres·
ser while he was in line for registration. Van Dresser then told
him of the cout·t's decision. Van
Dresser offered the agreement to
(Continued on page 6)

more of a beauty contest this
year.
According to Miss Abrahams,
Rally Committee isn't chartered
yet and couldn't have much say
said she thought it would be approved if it were presente~to
them.
Four Appointed
Miss Davidson had commented
that she didn't think more than
four mP"'"">:: •. !"'.''.'vii.- appointed
to the Rally Committee yet ~'""'
that the decision 1-1-1 '·
·
been made just by Lauil ·' '"·
Jerry Reed.
Miss Abrahams' also shared
Miss Davidson's worries about
ihe
judges.
Miss
Abraham
warned that there might be bitter feelings if there were three
finalists from one sorority. She
also said that the finalists might
turn out to be all Greek or independent.
Homecoming Committee Chairman Laura Loy was unavailable
for comment.
0

LAST CHANCE

LOBO
Football Contest

Politicos Split on Decision
now I have to run again to see if
I have a year's term or a semester's term." Reed, third party de·
:fendant in the case, won the con-

~

l-lomecoming Queen Race
Draws Fire of Senators
The opening up of the race
for Homecoming Queen came
under the fire of Student Senator
Pat Davidson last night.
Referring
to
Homecoming
Committee estin1ates that as
many as forty girls might enter
the open race, Miss Davidson
said that forty girls in the raee
would be "ridiculous." She also
expressed concern that the race
might be more open to politics.
The opening up of the queen
race was announced unexpectedly
earlier this week as a major
policy change by Homecoming
Committee. In the past, queen
candidates were nominated by
various campus organizations.
Miss Davidson said her concern
that politics would play a greater
role was because the "election
was being taken out of the hands
of the students."

ByniLLHUME

call 243-5671 today!

University of Leon is located at
Leon and at Managua, the country's capital.
Calvillo-Capri said that when
he ari·ived in Nicaragua, he met
with the President of that country's congress Orlando Montenegi'O. Montenegro told him, he
said, that the students of the
country had every freedom __
that despite dictatorship, the students had the right to do anything, as long as they didn't
interfere with the processes of
government.
The UNM student said he then
set out for Leon, and the UniVCl"sity, where, on July 25, students had barricaded themselves
in the administration building,

Union Assistant
'Assumes Duties

Indo-American
The Indo-American Association
will hold its first meeting on Sunday Sept. 25, in the Union, Room
250-C, at 7:30 p.m. Americans as
well as Indo-Americans are asked
to attend.

a series of articles dealing with
UNM student Luis Calvillo-Capri's trip to seven Latin American countries this summer. After
describing the provincial, or
state, university, as it appeared
to him, Calvillo-Capri next gives
his Yiew on the federally-run national universities.)
By JOANN BAILEY
After spemJing a good deal of
time at the provincial U niversity of Guanajuato in Mexico,
UNM student Luis CalvilloCapri traveled to Nicaragua to
visit the University of Leon.
Described by Calvillo-Capri as
typical of national universities
throughout Latin America, the

•

WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
Kansas State
·Kansas
Arizona State
San Jose St.
Oregon
Total points New Mexico

New Mexico
Arizona
Wyoming
BYU
Utah
vs. Kansas State--- ·~

Contffit rilles
1. Contest J.. open to UNM students only.
:2. Only ONE entry will be accepted. from each eontestllfit nild Every gnmc
mU.'It be picked.
3. Contestants must pick total points cm UNM. game and in case ot a tic
tbe contestant coming closest will be declared the winner.
4. :Entries m11.'1t be received at the Lobo office by 6 p.tn. Frlday,

S. No member or Student Publications is eligible £or prlzes.
G. Winner will receive four passes for the football season to Don Pancho's
TheatEr.
7. Entries will be judged by the Lobo sports stall'fl'.
8. In """" of ties the prizes will be divided among the winners.

NAME
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PHONE
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